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ABSTRACT

We reformulate the WKB wave function for a multi-dimensional tunneling sys-

tem, which represents the quasi-ground-state of the metastable vacuum, in a covari-

ant manner. Then we extend the formalism to the case of field theory and develop

a systematic method to construct the mode functions which determine the quan-

tum state after tunneling. A clear interpretation of the resulting quantum state is

given in the language of the conventional second quantization picture. As a simple

example, we apply our method to a scalar field on the background of spatially ho一

mogeneous false vacuum decay. The resulting quantum state is found to be highly

non-trivial, having some similarity with a thermal state. Some implications of the

results are discussed.
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1. Introduction

Our universe is thought to have experienced phase transitions several times and

these phase transitions would have given strong innuences on the spacetime struc-

ture of the universe as well as on its matter content. A case of particular interest

is the false vacuum decay during an in鮎tionary stage of the universe, which was

recently revived in the context of the extended inflation [1] and subsequently in

several other scenarios [2]. Hence it is very important to understand various phe-

nomena associated with such a phase transition. In the case of a五rst-order phase

transition, it proceeds with nucleation of vacuum bubbles. The rate of nucleation

and the typical size of a bubble can be evaluated by the Euclidean path integral

method developed by Coleman [3] and Callan and Coleman [4]. However, this gives

only the lowest WKB picture of the nucleation process. We expect that the drastic

change of the state during the false vacuum decay would excite the fields that inter-

act with the tunneling五eld. This issue was examined by Rubakov with extensive

use of the method of Bogoliubov transformation [5J. Although his pioneering work

is very much inspiring, it concentrates on evaluating the particle creation rate, but

the concept of "particle" is quite ambiguous in the presence of interaction. Further

in his approach, it is not quite clear what is assumed as a first principle. Recently,

Vachaspati and Vilenkin developed a method to solve the functional Schrodinger

equation in a different way [6], They set a physically reasonable boundary condi-

tion on the wave functional to construct it and analyzed the quantum state after

tunneling in the context of the 0(4)-symmetric bubble nucleation. However, in our

opinion, it is not quite clear how their quantum state is related to the initial false

vacuum state.

In this paper we formulate a method to investigate the quantum state after

tunneling in another approach. We reformulate the method of constructing the

WKB wave function for a multi-dimensional tunneling system. Keeping in mind

that ultimately gravity should be consistently taken into account in the cosmological

context, we develop the formalism in a covariant manner so that it will be applicable

to that case. We then give the五eld theoretical interpretation of the wave function

in a rather concise form.
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This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we give an alternative derivation

of the multi-dimensional tunneling wave function, which is simpler and clearer than

the existing ones in the literature [7,8,9]. In Sec. 3, we extend our formalism to

the case of五eld theory and develop a systematic method to construct the mode

functions which determine the quantum state after tunneling. Then the result is

interpreted in the language of the conventinal second quantization picture. We血d

the quantum state after tunneling generally contains a spectrum of五eld excitations.

In Sec. 4, we consider spatially homogeneous decay of false vacuum as an ex-

ample of the五eld theoretical case. The same problem was examined by Rubakov

[5]. Here we analyze the quantum state after tunneling in more details by adopting

a model which is much simpler but contains the essence. The resulting spectrum of

excitations is found to have some similarity with a thermal spectrum. Our result is

consistent with Rubakov's analysis, which is shown brie丑y in Appendix. In Sec. 5,

we summarize our formalism and main results obtained from our simple model.

A more realistic case of false vacuu叩decay through an 0(4)-symmetric vacuum

bubble will be discussed in a subsequent paper [10].

2. Multi-dimensional Tunneling Wave Function

In this section, we derive an expression for the multi-dimensional tunneling wave

function in a covariant manner. The correspondence to the second quantization

picture will be discussed 、in the next section・ Under the WKB approximation, the

method to evaluate the tunneling wave function for a multi-dimensional system

was developed by Banks, Bender and Wu [7], Gervais and Sakita [8], and Bitar

and Chang [9]. Extension of this method to field theory, particularly in connection

with instanton physics, was developed by de Vega, Gervais and Sakita [11]. Here we

reformulate the multi-dimensional tunneling wave function in an alternative way,

which we believe is simpler and clearer than the previous ones.

For generality, we develop the formalism covariantly and consider a system

which has the Lagrangian

L-芸v*>両β-v{t)　α-0,蝣蝣-,」),
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where ¢α are the coordinates of the (Z)+ l)-dimensional spa£e of dynamical variables

(i.e., superspace) and g Q{<j>) is the superspace metric. In this paper, we assume

that the signature of the metric is positive de五nite. Note that it will not be the

case when gravity comes into play. The potential V(≠) is supposed to have a local

minimum at ¢α - 0, which is not the absolute車nimum, as shown in Fig. 1.

We call it the false vacuum origin or the false vacuum minimum throughout this

paper. In this section Greek and Latin indices run from 0 to D and from 1 to D,

respectively.

The Hamiltonian operator is obtained by replacing the conjugate momentum

of the Hainiltonian with the differential operator in the coordinate representation.

In general there is ambiguity of the operator ordering. Here we五x it in such a way

that the resulting Hammonian takes a covariant form;

丘ニー誓gαβ(ォva∇β + V(t), (2.2)

where gαβ(<f>) is the inverse of g J¢)・

Now we construct the quasi-ground-state wave function using the WKB ap-

proximation, which is de五ned as the lowest energy state su氏ciently localized at the

false vacuum origin, i.ら¢α - 0. Following the WKB ansatz, the wave function is

assumed to have the form,

申= e-j-(W(o)+frW(-1>+- - ),

which should solve the time-independent Schrodinger equation,

H甘=E<H.

(2-3)

(2.4)

We solve this equation order by order with respect to h. We formally divide the

energy eigenvalue Einto two parts, EQ and E , with O(h ) and O(ti ), respectively.
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The equation in the lowest order of h becomes the王Iamilton-Jacobi equation

with the energy jE/q

一芸gaP∇。W(0)∇βWW + V(4>) - E.

By setting the relation,

diα(T)

dr I- 9αβ∇βW(-¥

we get the Euclidean equation of motion,

・ rォpi誓筈- #<%V,

(2.5)

(2.6)

(2.7)

where Tag is the connection coefficient of the superspace metric g β・ Among

solutions of the Euclidean equation of motion which start from the false vacuum

origin and reach the region outside the potential barrier, there is a、 solution which

gives the minimum action. We call it the tunneling solution and its trajectory the

dominant escape path (hereafter DEP). (It is the path of least resistance [7] or the

most probable escape path [8,9].) We consider the case when EQ is chosen to be

V(0). Then the tunneling solution is a half way of the so-called bounce solution

[3]. We can set the Euclidean time so that the tunneling solution leaves the origin,

¢α - 0, at r一一∞ andreaches the turning point at r - 0, without any loss of

generality. For later co?veniance, we denote the solution along the DEP as <j>q (t).

In the lowest order WKB sense, the tunneling process is described by this

tunneling solution. Integrating the equation derived from Eqs.(2.5) and (2.6);

dWW

dr
-2{V{<f>)-*。. (2.8)

the tunneling rate can be naively evaluated by the ratio of the squared amplitude

at the turning point to that at the false vacuum origin as

exp (2(W^ト∞トw(-¥o))).
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Next let us turn to the second order Equation;

一gαβ∇αw(-)∇β　　∇α∇βW(o) -負h
(2.10)

If solutions of the Euclidean equation of motion (an中Iso W^¥4>a)) are known with

a su氏cient number of integral constants in the vicinity of the tunneling solution,

we obtain a congruence of solutions in the superspace. Then we can introduce a set

of new coordinates {入*} :- {r,入元} which have one-t0-one correspondence to the

original coordinates {<f>a}, where {A71} are the coordinates labeling different orbits

of the congruence. Using these new coordinates, we find

^vttV/,W(-) - |:log det¥d¥Pjヰ
where^fgisthedeterminantofg。βThenEq.(2.10)isintegratedas

ww-吾logdet(?」¥
[w)^告r+constant.

Therefore the wave function to the second lowest order is formally given by

甘=

-'蝣JモT音v:*
exp 「ww(¥*)/h + E^/hl

(2.ll)

(2.12)

(2.13)

At this point, this wave function is a general one and is not necessarily speci五c to

the quasi-ground-state wave function. To get the quasi-ground-state wave function,

we need to choose a congruence of orbits parametrized by入元in the vicinity of the

DEP which satisfies an appropriate boundary condition at r一一∞. For this

purpose,丘rst (i) we expand the wave function (2.13) around the DEP, and second

(ii) we require the thus-expanded wave function to have the correct asymptotic

behavior at r一一∞　so that it is correctly matched to the quasi-ground-state

wave function at ¢α - 0.
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The step (i) can be achieved by using a technique similar to the Fermi-Walker

transport of a vector and by deriving an equation similar to the geodesic devia-

tion equation 【12]. Consider a set of orthonormal bases ef-,(r) along the DEP;

vm*mL - 8,M【 , where [/*] runs through the range 0,1,・・・,D. For notational

convenience we introduce another set of indices (0, a) to denote [//]. We choose eg

to be the unit vector tangent to the DEP

eg:-竺Ⅳ'

where

Nα :芋壁`- 9αβ∇βw<->,∂T

iV2 :- NnNα - ∇。W(0)∇αW<--> - 2{V- E。).

If we de五ne a differential operator D^j∂r for a vector Xα as

(2.14)

(2.15)

告xα:-芸xα+篇pot β一掌芸Na. (2.16)
where D/∂T = Nα∇。 is the cムvariant derivative tangent to the DEP, it is easily

seen that Df6q/∂ - 0. Hence we can choose all the basis vectors e昆】 along the

DEP to satisfy

翫】 - 0.　　　(2.17)
At each point q on the DEP, we can五nd a hypersurface perpendicular to the

DEP, ∑(q), which is spanned by all possible geodesies tangent to linear combina-

tions of e」 at q at least in a sufficiently small neighborhood of q (see Fig. 2). Then

it is known that there exists an exponential map from the tangent space at q of

∑(q) to the hypersurface 冒(q), on which we can introduce the Riemann normal c0-

ordinatesりwith the identi五cation e」∂/鋤α - ∂/∂りa; i.e., the bases eJ becomes

coordinate ba.ses. Hence we have

i,ォ=0

-w.。eご-^Vaa-0,

-W;αβa8-.q
eaeb--ab'

(2.18)

where the semicolon denotes covariant differentiation with respect to the甲etnc
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9afi(≠). Consequently W<0)(巧is expanded as

wrf-)(Aa) - W<-)(r) +呈o&b榊b十一 (2.19)

NowletusdeterminethematrixQ,andde
ab中ia/∂入β巨ntheexpressionof

thewavefunction(2.13).Firstweset

∂≠α
_or
-fl・一読・

(2.20)

Then a straight-forward calculation yields the following equation for za^ along the

DEP,

芸ニr* Nα *zv

芸=‡-T:㍉　-;>- I,一蝣-*--.

(2.21)

where we follow the convention of [12] for the Riemann tensor. The second of the

above equations is similar to the geodesic deviation equation, except for the first

term on the r.h.s. of it because the DEP is not a geodesic. In deriving this equation,

we used the Euclidean equation of motion (2.7), which now should read

D O6a

dr
-r-"=O. (2.22)

Next we rewrite Eqs.(2.21) in terms of the ordinary partial derivatives along

the DEP, we consider the components of瑞(元- 1,2,・・蝣,D) projected in the

direction of e」

Z㌔ :- e芸z¥ :- K¥(r)xbn, (2.23)

where x n ^s a T-independent matrix introduced as a normalization factor of A'ab(r).
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Then it is straightforward to find the equations for z¥ along the DEP;

孟Z㌔ - <W;a/^ - -.b*㌔ ,

芸A-当abzn JV -a。b。 ¥-3iv-2y;avbz㌔,

当.:-e∑v-apeb'

Ra。b。璃RαqβNaN¥

i

v:a:-<v-α・

where

(2.24)

(2.25)

(2.26)

Note that the matrix K¥ defined in Eq.(2.23) satisfies exactly the same equations

as z¥ does.

using Eq.(2.24), we express fJafa in terms of K¥; multiplying the both sides of

the equation by the inverse of z¥, we find

ab　元(*-i);-^c(*-1)cb'
(2.27)

where the dot denotes r-di触entiation. We also express det岬/∂入in terms of

K¥. In order to do so, we write down the superspace line element in the coordinates

t入声} - {r,入n} in two different ways;

dsl - gap器欝d入声dX9 - (e-e β + eォe,β濫鑑d¥サdA戸
- N2^ + 5ab2㌔ Kd入元d入流・

Then equating the volume elements in the two expressions, we五nd

y/g det(器-N¥delz¥¥
2(V(4>(r)トEQ) |det/^b(r)|| detxc訂

(2.28)

(2.29)

substituting Eqs.(2.29) and (2.19) into (2.13), we arrive at a desired expression for
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the qua朗-ground-stale wave function,

c c-W(o)(r)/AcJS, r/サ

2(V(*。(t)トEo) I det i^Jr)‖ det xcn I

1/2

(2.30)

・exp一芸納サォ]・

This wave function is the same as that given by Gervais and Sakita [8], assuming

thatり* is O{%112).

Now we turn to the step (ii), i.e., the matching condition for the wave function.

As we axe interested in the quasi-ground-state wave function which would be the

ground-state wave function if the false vacuum were the absolute minimum, we

assume that the system can be well approximated by a 、collection of harmonic

oscillators near the false vacuum minimum and quasi-ground-siatt wave function

there can be approximated by the ground-state wave function for this collection of

harmonic oscillators.

Sped五cally we assume that the potential and the superspace metric have the

following asymptotic forms, respectively, near <f>α - 0;

V(iα)-^。一芸M。β拘β　aaf}-螺　(2.31)

Here g(-J> is a constant positive de五nite metric and to。β is assumed to be a positive

definite matrix. As we can set </-J - 8αβ -ithout loss of generality, we do so. The

ground-state wave function for this system is

せ- det:)1′ exp尋。β湖),　(叫

which should be matched to the WKB wave function (2.30).

From the assumption (2.31), the Euclidean equation of motion (2.22) at ・T一

一∞ takes the following form,

蒜¢α -(-2)αβ≠β　　　　(2.33)

Hence with the boundary condition that ¢α(T) - 0 as r一一-　the relevant
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solutionwhichdescribesacongruencealongtheDEPisgivenby

¢α-e
¥e)3Cβ,

whereCβaresomec。nstants.Integratingtheequation∂w<&i鋤α-∂担/∂T-

LJ。β〆weget

w(-¥<f>a)-芸W。β榊β(2.34)

wherewehavesetW^-0at(j>α-0.Thisimpliesftab-W。βe?e[.Then
ab丘om

Eq.(2.27),theasymptoticboundaryconditionthatK¥shouldsatisfybecomes

m-(<firy Kb>

where kc^ are constants and'ゐis ′a matrix de五ned by

*ab :- &>αβ

(2.35)

In particular, using the fact that

egw。βeg -前壷α〆-書芸IogiV2
1

we can read止y show that the following equality holds in the asymptotic region,

detK¥(r)¥ -

・Trw t

2(V(<I>o(t)) - EQ)

(2.36)

where we have used the arbitrariness of x完(or of /cab) to normalize K b.

substituting (2.34) and (2.36) into (2.30), and comparing the result with the

harmonic oscillator wave function (2.32), we五nd

El -芸Trw, - (det三)1′4

Thus E is the vacuum fluctuation energy of the false vacuum. Finally we obtain
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the WKB quasi-gro的d-siatt wave function to the second order as

rl

x exp(-i J dr'2{V{4>Q{r))ふcJ + fiH
--E弐

・ exp一芸s5.b'Ab).

(2.37)

where Q is expressed in terms of K¥, and it is determined by solving Eq.(2.25)

with the boundary condition (2.35), i.e., the exponentially decreasing solution as

T→ -∞,

Thus we have found the WK・B wave function in the forbidden region. How-

ever, what we really want to know is the wave function beyond the turning point.

Following the conventional terminology, we call thisとIassically allowed region the

Lorentzian region, while the classically forbidden region the Euclidean region. The

construction of the general form of the Lorentzian wave function is not much

ent from that of the Euclidean wave function. The essential issue is the matching

condition at the turning point at which the WKB approximation breaks down. Nev-

ertheless, in the case that the potential depends only on r but not onり　around the

turning point with a good accuracy, the matching problem reduces to that in the

case of one-dimensional quantum system. Hence, the Lorentzian wave function will

be simply given by the analytic continuation of the Euclidean wave function, i.e.,

replacing the Euclidean time parameter r by the Lorentzian time t with　- ii・

The matching problem for a general case has not been formulated so far and we

hope to come back to this issue in a future publication.
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3, Interpretation in the Second Quantization Picture

Now we discuss the case of a quantum五eld coupled to the tunneling field by

appl前ng the formalism developed in the previous section. Originally this problem

was examined by Rubakov [5], focusing on the particle creation during the tun-

neling. However, as noted before, the concept of particle is quite ambiguous in

the presence of the interaction as in the case of field theory on a curved spacetime

which has no asymptotically stationary region. Hence we focus on the quantum

state itself and as a specific example of the observables after tunneling, we derive

the equal-time two-point correlation function from the wave functional. Then we

interpret the results in the conventional second quantization picture.

Let us consider the system which consists of two fields, i.e., the tunneling五eld

<r and another五eld ¢ coupled to it. Explicitly, we assume the Hamiltonian of the

form,

H-Hn+H2

Hn :- ** zPl+芸(va)2+U(cr)¥

H 1 J dh芸p巨言(W+芸-2(<r)<f>2

where

(3.1)

(3.2)

Herepaandp,aretheconjugatemomentaof<rand<f>,respectively,andweassume

theinteractionbetweenthetwo丘eldsisdescribedbythecr-dependentmassterm

of(f>;m2(<r)4>2/2.Wedenotethetunnelingsolutionby(tq(x;t)whosespatial

con五gurationiscompletelydeterminedbythesingleparameterr.Inparticular,

・rQ(x;-∞-&where&isthevalueofaatthefalsevacuumminimum.

rr-We
neglectthe且uctuationsofthetunneling丘elditself,though¢mayberegardedas

the丑uctuating(x一五eldifonereplacesm(cr)byU〝w-

Toapplythepreviousformalismtothe五eldtheory,wemakethefollowing

correspondence,

尋o(r)-^o^;7")'　り&-¢(x). (3.3)

Thus, as much as the nuctuating degrees of freedom are concerned, the extention
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to the field theory is done by replacing the su氏x a with the spatial coordinates x.

To五nd the quasi-gronnd-staie wave functional, we have to solve for the matrix

K¥(t), which we denote in the present case as K(x,y;r). Then, Eq.(2.25) now

reads

・△ "サVn恒))¥K(x,v;t)-O.　　(3.4)

The boundary condition is that it decreases exponetially at　一一∞. Instead of

directly dealing with K(x, y; r), we consider a complete set of mode functions g (x)

( hereafter x, y, - represent (x, r), (y, r), -) which satisfy the五eld equation,

・△ ^2(%(^,-r))]%(ォ)-->　　　(3.5)

with the condition that they decrease exponentially at r一一∞　For convenience,

we assume the eigenvalue index k to represent the eigenvalue of a spatial harmonic

function Y, (x); i.e., at r一一∞　　　　　(x) to have the form,

9M- ,U>-TyJx);　w :-

where k2 -回　and Y,(x) satisfies

[A+k2]YAx)-0.

Then K(x,y;r) can be expanded as

k2+m2(cr ),

K(諾.v;*0 - ∑9h{x)Yh(v).
fc

(3.6)

(3.7)

In the expression for the wave function given in the previous section, (2.37),

information of the quantum nuctuations around the DEP is essentially contained

in the last Gaussian factor. Hence in the present case, we write the wave functional
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as

・ - JF(r)exp [-i|rf3-(zWx,y,T)t(y)¥ ,
where F(t) depends only on the parameter r and

Q{x,y;r) - ∫ <PzK{x, z', T)K-1(z, y, T)f

(3.8)

(3.9)

and focus on the Gaussian factor. Using (3.7), 」l(x, y; r) can be expressed in terms

ofg (x)as

Q(x,y;丁) - ∑9k(x)gk (y),
k

where gh {y) is the inverse oigAx) such that

手垢(x)g-(y)-S3(x-y), jd3xg^(x)gp(x)-8kp

(3.10)

Thus,toobtaintheEuclideanwavefunctional,allweneedtoknowarethemode

functionsgAx).

OnceweobtaintheEuclideanwavefunctional,theremainingtaskistoderive

theLorentzianwavefunctionalbymatchingthesetwoattheturningpointr-0.

Wedenotethelatterby申rwhiletheformerby
Li甘.Asnotedintheendofthe

previoussection,thismatchingprocedurecanbequitecomplicatedingeneral,

butinthepresentcase甘isobtainedbytheanalyticcontinuationof中,since

thematchinginvolvesonlyonedegreeoffreedomthatcorrespondstotheDEP.

Introducingafunctionvた(a;)intheLorentzianregion,thecomplexconjugateof

which,v拒),istheanalyticcontinuationofg,(x)with→it,wefind

申-F(it)expH/d3xd3ycf>{x)n(x,y,i)<f>(y)¥(3.ll)

with

o(諾,y;t) - -i∑瀞H'Hy),
k

3.1-2

where a,nd in what follows the dot denotes the differentiation with respect to t and

x,y, - represent (x,t),(y,t),-・
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Now we investigate the nature of the quantum state described by ¥PL. For

this purpose, let us consider the equal-time two-point correlation function. It is

expressed as

G+(x,y) -
J瑚(・)*」{植U(y)}甘L

J叫(・)*呈申L

- (ォ(軸)+ォ・(定,y可+(* <->2/),

- (i∑*サ.(*)vfcl(yトi∑瀞K-¥y))I + (x <-+ y).
k A

This expression, as it is, does not由ve us much information. The reason is that

although the functions v (x) form a complete set, they are not properly orthonor-

malized. Hence, in order to rewrite Eq.(3.13) in a more comprehensible form, we

introduce aもet of normal mode functions u (x), each of which is a linear combina-

tion ofv (諾),

Mote) - ∑W*)'
fc

and are normalized as

-i / dzz(uq(z)uq,(z恒,(*)ォ;・(*)) - qq>

(3.14)

(3.15)

We note that, in principle, these functions can be constructed by Schmidt s orthogo-

nalization procedure, though in practice it may be formidable to do so. Contracting

the both sides of the above normalization condition by the inverse of uJx) and

u*,(y), we find

-i∑[u*q(x)u当y)-uql(x)uq(サ))-∑ -1(x)u]二Hv). (3.16)
Q                         Q

Then since ∑k b拒K'Hy) - ∑qdq(z塙(y), the equal-time two-point func-
tion is expressed in terms of uQ(x) as

G+(x,y) -冒(-(y) + u*Q(x)uQ(y)
-16-
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This coincides with the one for the Heisenberg state匝) de五ned by

aq回-O, forVq,

when the五eld operator <f>(x) is expanded as

4>(x)-写aaua(x)+紬)・

(3.18)

(3.19)

where ag (au is the annihilation (creation) operator associated with the mode

function uq(x) (u^(x)).

Thus the quantum state・ after tunneling is theバvacuum" with respect to a.

for which ua(x) plays the role of the "positive frequency" function. Note that this

mode function u (x) is generally different from the true positive frequency function

after tunneling, say wJx), if it can be defined. This will be the case when m2(cr)

approaches a constant sufficiently fast after tunneling. Then uq(x) and wq(x) will

be related to each other by a non-trivial Bogoliubov transformation. This implies

the quantum state after tunneling contains a spectrum of excitations of the五eld車・

In the next section, we give an explicit example of such a case.

4. Spatially Homogeneous Decay

In this section, we consider a specific example of the tunneling in field theory

discussed in the previous section. The aim is to demonstrate the significance of our

formalism and to show how non-trivial the resulting quantum state after tunneling

will be, as well as to clarify its relation to the previous work by Rubakov [5j. For

simplicity, we consider the case when the tunneling solution is spatially homoge-

neous; cr - cr (r). This situation can be realized if we consider a spatially closed

universe, or it may be regarded as the limiting case of a sufficiently large vacuum

bubble compared to the scale of interest. Further, for simplicity, we restrict the
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<r-dependence of the ≠一五eld mass, m (c), to be that given by a step function,

rov)-m-(c<a)

mI(a>a).

(4.1)

We assume the false vacuum origin is in the region crQ(-∞) - av < a and introduce

the parameter timeテ(< 0) which denotes the time at which the mass changes;

qo(チ-<T.

Since we

[91+△-m+]9k{*)-0 (r>テ),

w+△-rnl]g.(x)-O (r<テ),
(4.2)

the (unnormalized) mod占function g, (x) satisfying the boundary condition is easily

obtained as

gM-

where u土-

ew-V*"x　　　　　　(r <テ),

V'+V-W+T¥ ,ikx (r>テ),

A* - ^rK + "->-(叫-U-)チ,

Bk -去柾w-}g(w++w-)チ

(4,3)

(4′・ 4)

Fortunately, in the present model, the orthonormal mode functions u (x) in the

Lorentzian region are readily obtained from the analytic continuation of g, (苫);

k k Akx

2uAA
+上BZ)

(4.5)



where w, (x) is the usual Minkowski positive frequecy mode function,

wJx) -
e-iu+t+ik-x

2w+(2tt)3

(4.6)

In this model, since the五eld after tunneling is a simple massive scalar field,

there is no ambiguity in the concept of a particle. This allows us to compare

our result with that of Rubakov [5]. The number of created particles is definitely

estimated as

**-
Al-Bl

K-"-)'
(4.7)

w++w_12e-4w+テー(w. -w_)2"

In Appendix, it is shown that this agrees with the result obtained in Rubakov s

for malis m.

Here, we note that the above particle spectrum differs from that in the case

of particle creation due to a sudden change of the mass in the real Lorentzian

spacetime. The latter would be the case if the false vacuum decay were considered

in the classical picture and were assumed to occur suddenly at, say t - 0; in this

case, th占number of created particles would be given by N of Eq.(4.7) withテ〒 0・

Let us consider some implications of Eq.(4.7). First note thatテ< 0, hence JV

decreases exponentially as the absolute value ofテbecomes large. In particular, in

thelimitu, ≫　whichholdsifm　≪m¥ andk2 ≦m+, N- takesthesame

form as the thermal distribution with temperature T - 1/(4回). However, the

behavior in the large momentum limit differs from the thermal spectrum as

Nk竺
(4*7△　　c4u+¥fl - 1

where△77777T:-m+-mi
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To gain a bit more insight into the quantum state after tunneling, let us con-

sider the case when the mass difference between the true and false vacua is small;

f△m2I ≪ ml. Then, the number of created particles becomes

・k*晋04a>+f
and the energy density due to quantum仙ictuations of theか五eld is given by

DC

-/芸-vv*

△m-

327T?

-4ro+ f
x(x+2x )

--ir,

(4.9)

(4.10)

where x :- m酢Thus, the energy density generated through the tunneling is of

0(△m*) if zo ≦ 1, while it becomes negligibly small if xQ ≫ 1. Presumably, 1個

is related to a certain mass scale M associated with the tunneling field a. Hence,

the particle creation is expected to be rather signi五cant for models with m. ≦ M・

We note that this conclusion qualitatively holds for general values of the masses

m左as well, though it has been derived by assuming △m2I ≪ ml.

5. Summary and Discussion

We have developed the formulation to determine the quantum state after the

tunneling in五eld theory. Our approach is based on the method of the multi-

dimensional wave function. The formulation can be applied to a system in which

the state before tunneling is the quasi-ground-state of false vacuum.

The crucial procedure in our formalism is the method to construct appropn-

ate mode functions of a quantum scalar五eld尋coupling to the tunneling field a.

This is done as follows. First, we solve the linearized丘eld equation for <f> in the

background of the Euclidean classical tunneling solution <r - & (x, r) with the con-

dition that the五eld goes to zero exponetially as the Euclidean time r goes to -∞,

-20-



and construct a set of Euclidean mode functions g, (x). Then the Lorentzian mode

functions vJx), which describe the quantum state after tunneling, are obtained by

the analytic continuation of g. (x) with r - it and by taking their complex conju-

gates. As these Lorentzian mode functions are not in general orthonormalized, if

necessary we have to construct a new set of orthonormalized mode functions uk(x)

by a suitable linear transformation of the original ones.

The resulting quantum state after tunneling is most conveniently described

in the Heisenberg picture. Namely, if we represent the 丘eld operator as植) -

∑ :(v*fc(示廟(訂)), the state is identical to the "vacuum" state annihilated
by the operator a. This state is not the true vacuum state of the五eld <p, but is in

general a highly excitated state.

In order to demonstrate the ,sigm五cance of our formalism and to show how

non-trivial the resulting quantum state can be, we have applied it to an example

of spatially homogeneous decay of false- vacuum. For simplicity, We have evalu-

ated excitations of a scalar五eld whose mass square m is a step function of the

tunneling五eld and undergoes a discrete change during the tunneling process. The

resulting spectrum of excitations has some similarity with a thermal spectrum with

its temperature presumably given by a certain mass scale M associated with the

tunneling五eld. However, the high momentum distribution is more suppressed than

the latter. As a result, the generated total energy density is determined not by M

but by the difference of m2 before and after the tunneling; 」 △m4・

We should admit the objection, however, that the model analyzed in the present

paper is oversimplified and is not directly applicable to a realistic case of false

vacuum decay. In order to show further advantages of our formalism and to derive

results which have more realistic implications, it is necessary to investigate a model

in which the Euclidean tunneling solution is an 0(4)-symmetric bubble. This issue

is tackled in another paper [10].
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APPENI)IX

Inthisappendix,weshowthatourestimateoftheparticlecreationgiven

inSec.4agreeswiththeresultobtainedinRubakov'sapproach[5J.Weomit

thedetailsandshowonlytheresultingexpressionfortheparticlenumberinhis

approach.InRubakov'sformalism,thenumberofcreatedparticlesisgivenby

k{1-D*kk(Al)

whereDisamatrixgiveninEq.(3.19)of[5J.Inthecaseofspatiallyhomogeneous

decayoffalsevacuum,eachfc-modedecouplesandthematrixDbecomesdiagonal.

Hencewecantreateachmodeseparately.Sinceourmodefunctiongcorresponds
k

toRubakov'smodefunctiong。de五nedinEq.(3.8)of[5],we五ndthediagonal

componentofDwiththewavenumberkisexpressedintermsofg,as

Du--
*k - "+9k

w　　"蝣> ,

where丘:- dTgk/gAT-Q- For the model of Sec. 4, we have

a)=
¥-Bk

亮W.¥+

(A2)

Hence the number spectrum of created particles in Rubakov's formalism, Eq.(Al),

is calculated to be

Nk-

(こ--'JJ
+'__』

BZ

llJ'+　　A芸- Bl

This is exactly in agreement with the result given in Eq.(4.7).
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Illustration of a potential for a multi-dimensional tunneling system. The

coordinates (¢2, ≠3, - ,尋) are suppressed.

Fig. 2 Illustration of a hypersurface orthogonal to the DEP at q, spanned by all the

geodesies tangent to linear combinations of basis vectors e芸(a - 1, 2, - , D)

atq.
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